In 2017, the University of Michigan will complete 200 years of excellence, dedication, and leadership. During these 200 years there have been incredible moments. For example, in 1870 Gabriel Franklin Hargo became the first African-American to earn a law degree and in 1883 Dr. William Mayo earned his medical degree and went on to become co-founder of Mayo Clinic. For the University’s bicentennial commemoration, we are conducting research on many key moments to better understand them, get a feel of what it was like to achieve them, collect material that can be used to present them on posters around campus, and make these key moments interesting and fun for everyone. At the Bentley Historical Library, on North Campus, we searched through the archives for information on the events. Online resources were also used to help understand the reading. Reading papers and letters that date back to 1838 was an important part of this investigation; historical cursive and historical pictures can be difficult to interpret but essential to obtain the information needed about a given key moment. Through this on-going investigation we have fully documented many ways in which the University has always been a symbol of excellence. Alumni have become presidents of other prestigious universities, ambassadors of countries, and the very best in their field. This research also hopes to enlighten students, faculty, staff, and the general public of all the moments that the University fought through to achieve the prestige and honor it has today.
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Methods:
The Bicentennial Office provided a list of Michigan Moments to research. Images and information were found for each moment using:
- Bentley Historical Library for: Images, Articles, Books
- Internet for: Cross checking information, Finding obituaries.

Conclusion:
These key moments are just the beginning of this on-going research; the history of the University is very extensive and deep. With this amazing history there are bound to be many moments of interest for everyone.